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money for the Honda Shadow Spirit: You can also compare bikes. The Honda Shadow refers to
a family of cruiser -type motorcycles made by Honda since In , Honda introduced the Shadow
series of motorcycles in an attempt to address the needs of the American cruiser market with
the VTc and VTc. All other offers are known under the VTX or Rebel brands. The RS and
Phantom are the 2 latest additions to the cc line-up from year Both are Fuel injected. Shadow
RS recalls a flat track racing bike with chain drive, a 'peanut' style gas tank and a slightly higher
seat height 29 inches with foot pegs less forward than conventional cruisers meaning a more
standard seating position. Phantom is more like a conventional cruiser in ergonomics. The
Honda is mainly for the UK and Europe market, as it fits within the restrictions placed on learner
drivers in the UK and the light motorcycle license in Europe. It also has a chain drive instead of
a shaft drive seen on the larger engined bikes. Sales ended in The cc "VTC" introduced in
featured chrome side covers and black engine covers. The headlight was chrome and
rectangular and had a single horn. In , The "VTC' was featured include the fuel tank and rear
fenders painted the same. The front fender is chrome and this year the side covers and engine
covers were painted black. The headlight was chrome and rectangular and there was a single
horn. The engine is virtually the same as the model. The "VTC" had round and chromed
headlamps. This model continued with the dual horns. A two piece seat with an integrated
backrest was incorporated. Starting this year, the engine covers were polished chrome and the
fins enlarged. The "Honda" tank decal was curved instead of straight. It has a single shock rear
suspension, a low The wheels are spoked. The VTC was not made in but did make a comeback
in offered only in black. The engine and body style was retained from the model year. A new
deluxe version "VTCD" introduced in added more chrome on the engine cases and valve
covers. The seat on the deluxe version is soft and tucked. By the Deluxe model was a standard
offering for every year the VLX was made. A model year cc V-twin motorcycle is the senior
member in the large family of Honda cruisers of various sizes named Shadow. As of the
once-extensive Shadow line has been reduced to two successors of that original model, the
Shadow Aero and the Shadow Phantom In a January road test, Cycle said: "This twin is built
around what is arguably the most technologically sophisticated Vee ever designed. Engineering
innovations appeared in the transmission as well. The clutch was actuated hydraulically rather
than through a mechanical cable; a diaphragm clutch spring was used instead of more common
coil springs and a slipper clutch eliminated rear-wheel hop during engine braking or quick
downshifting. In addition to the V-engine, the Shadow's frame and body incorporated classic
American cruiser styling cues: a teardrop fuel tank with a hidden sub-tank to increase capacity ,
a low height two-piece seat with sissy bar and backrest, cruiser handlebar , cast wheels,
chrome front fender, a round head lamp and instrument casings, large rake angle and angle-cut
mufflers. The VTC remained available in Canada for the [19] and [20] model years nearly
unchanged, apart from color, from the model. For the model year, Japan's NVC was renamed
Honda Shadow as part of appearance and frame updates, including a lower seat, longer
wheelbase, increased rake and trail as well as a rod linkage for the rear brake previously cable
operated. Cast wheels were changed from ten spokes to five. Gold color was added to wheels,
crankcase cover and headlight trim. Honda took the RC14E degree V-twin and reduced its bore
size by 3 millimetres 0. For Honda altered the frame and appearance of the VTC as with the
Canadian and Japanese models which included lowering the seat, stretching the wheelbase,
increasing rake and trail, switching the front brake from dual disks to a single disk and
replacing ten-spoke with five-spoke cast wheels. The new frame was designed to suppressed

engine vibrations, and a new camshaft improved low-rpm performance with a slight reduction in
peak power. Side covers displayed the single word Shadow and Honda's wing logotype was
showcased on the tank. The passenger backrest was eliminated. The cc engine had the same
bore diameter as the original Shadow engine, and a 5. Besides having a larger displacement,
this new RC32E [25] engine did have another significant difference â€” it had a four-speed
transmission. The VTc ran on spoke-and-rim wheels that required tube-type tires instead of the
tubeless tires used on the earlier models with cast wheels. The Shadow had a new look, with
more chrome plating along with two-toned paint on the fuel tank and fenders. The tank also
wore a simple Shadow decal, rather than the Honda wing. This new engine was similar to the
old RC14E Shadow in that it had liquid cooling and SOHC three-valve dual-plug combustion
chambers, conversely, it lacked hydraulically adjusted valves, offset crankpins and a slipper
clutch. Further changes to the drivetrain included a wide-ratio five-speed gearbox down from
six and a chain final drive instead of shaft. Engine intake was through dual CV carburetors, [31]
with Secondary air injection on the exhaust side for emissions control. A chrome plated exhaust
had the look of a two-into-one system, but each header pipe had separate channel inside the
large muffler, exiting through two tailpipes. From , North American models had the speedometer
mounted on the tank the same as European and Australian versions. Honda announced in that
they would produce a roadster version of the Shadow with chain final drive. With frame
geometry that differed significantly from Shadow cruisers, the VTS and RS models' footpegs,
handlebars and seat put the rider into a neutral, upright posture. The seat height of millimetres
The VTRS wheelbase of 1, millimetres Several reviewers observed that there was more than a
passing resemblance between the VTRS and Sportster models; Honda's At the Tokyo Motor
Show , Honda exhibited a preproduction "low-and-long" [74] cc Shadow kitted out in retro-style
bodywork, equipped with shaft final drive and the Honda Ignition Security System HISS
electronic anti-theft device. SOHC cylinder heads still had two spark plugs and three valves, but
were modified to increase the compression ratio. Honda offers anti-lock brake options for the cc
Shadow Aero. In the twenty-fifth year of the Shadow line Honda sold three different Shadow
cruisers, the original chain-drive Spirit , the shaft-drive Aero and the first Spirit VTC2. There
were two significant updates to the VTC2 Spirit. Confusingly, the model code VTC2 had already
been used to identify European and Australian Shadows with two-tone paint. Honda Japan
created a series of VT in Japanese models for the Japanese domestic market in , practically
identical to the VT series but with smaller displacement engines. Among these was the Shadow
Slasher, introduced in February All models used an cc displacement engine, the Honda VT
engine with minimal mechanical changes during its production. The â€”86 models are
recognizable by the dual horns below the headlight, square turn signals, dual front disk brakes,
and one exhaust pipe on each side front cylinder on right side, rear cylinder on left. There are
dual gauges on the bars for speedometer and tachometer, and fuel and temperature gauges that
on the fuel tank. Both exhaust pipes were now run along the right side of the bike, with the
horns being relocated to the sides of the engine. The engine, while the same cc displacement as
the previous model, is rated for approximately 60 horsepower due to shorter stroke and larger
pistons. It also now had a four-speed transmission with a hydraulically actuated clutch. The
"VTC" model was not manufactured in to sell off excess stock of models , but returned in with a
"Made in the USA" stamp on the seat. Some sites will list this model as the "VT Standard" or "
Shadow Standard", but this was never an official name. This styling continued virtually
unchanged through In , the V-Twin market really got going, and manufacturers expanded their
offerings with variants of their standing models. The American Classic Edition A. It featured a
more retro styling than the VTC, with a full rear fender, induced vibrations, and a '
Harley-Davidson -like' sound from a single pin crank engine. This model also has a 5 speed
transmission and a cable actuated clutch. There were slight frame and body work changes with
this model verses the previous model as well. Horns were moved to the front of the bike and the
front exhaust now follows the frame instead of cutting across the engine. The ACE Tourer came
with a two-into-one-into-two exhaust system, a counterbalanced with a dual crank pin
crankshaft, and hard, color-matched saddlebags. The Aero was discontinued after the model
year. The Honda Shadow Sabre model was introduced, based on the Honda VT engine with
different styling than the still manufactured Spirit model. The most notable feature was the front
cast aluminum wheel. This model also had a slightly lower rear gear ratio in the transmission
allowing the bike to have better off the line acceleration than the regular Spirit model; however
this also caused higher engine RPM at highway speeds. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia.
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del; Honda introduced the Spirit in The Honda Shadow is a mid-range classic cruiser. While the
Shadow can hold its own on the road with Harleys at speeds of more than mph, its muffler
system is not as loud as a Harley nor does the Shadow vibrate as much. The smaller Shadows
make good entry-level motorcycles, while the Shadow Spirit, also known as VTC, is deemed a
good motorcycle for a rider getting back into the sport. Owners say the Shadow is reliable as
long as basic maintenance is performed in a timely manner. In , the Shadow Spirit was available
in black or pearl blue. Sign Up. Search Search. New For The Shadow Aero was redesigned,
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